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ABSTRACT 
Against the background of recent economic realities, certainly one of the bigger forces that is 
affecting businesses worldwide is cloud computing technology, whose advantages consist of  agility, Cost 
savings, time to market, Competitive edge, time to capability,Flexibility, Sustainability, etc. The purpose of 
this study was to add to the body of knowledge that Might be implemented through researchers, IT 
organizations and businesses, alike to attain best results through focusing on factors of IT flexibility 
(connectivity, modularity, and compatibility) specific to cloud based services and solutions. The study 
findings provided statistical evidence that factors of IT flexibility (connectivity, modularity, and 
compatibility) specific to cloud computing have strong positive correlations on IT effectiveness. Also, the 
combination of three factors of IT flexibility, precise to cloud computing, explained 67% of the variance of 
IT effectiveness. The Connectivity factor predicted of IT effectiveness the most while the compatibility the 
less contribute to the prediction of IT effectiveness. 
 
Keywords: Cloud Computing, (CC), IT Effectiveness (ITE), IT Flexibility (ITF)Small And Medium 

Enterprises (SMES) 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Information technology (IT) is changing the 
manner in which organizations work, the way 
toward making services and products to their 
clients, and in the manner in which they contend 
[1]. The present IT challenges looked by Technical 
staff and Chief Information Officers (CIOs) 
incorporate security, retrieval from recession, 
absence of agility, cost weight, and to empower 
new services & products [2]. Cloud computing 
innovation can conceivably change a widely held of 
the IT industry inside services oriented IT 
companies or simply ITaaS (IT as a Service), 
changing the method hardware and software are 
designed and purchased. Cloud computing 
technology gets from a long history of investigation 
and improvement on different approaches to deal 
with IT outsourcing, in which customers derive 
from a cloud service provider’s pool of capacity on 
a pay-as-you-go premise as another option to 
managing with their own IT foundation and 
infrastructure [3] [4].  

 
Cloud computing technology is a result from 

many years of research in different subject field 

including distributed computing, virtualization [5], 
software services, and networking [6]. utility 
computing [7][8], Some of the key features of cloud 
computing technology are scalable, shared, service 
based, incorporates developed technologies as 
virtualization, metered billing and flexible [9]. In 
any case, there are numerous challenges that come 
related with cloud computing concept, main of 
them being security issue, availability and 
performance despite the fact that speed and cost of 
adoption stay the best advantages of cloud 
computing technology [10].  

 
As indicated by Gartner, cloud innovation is the 

best policy technology for 2010 [11].there are three 
service deployment model in cloud technology: 
Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service 
(PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). IT 
Effectiveness is known as the how much IT can 
efficiently and effectively convey as well as 
integrate with the technology depended on services 
and solutions.business stakeholders with Strategic 
alignment has usually been seen as the mean value 
to obtain better IT delivery capabilities, but current 
trends appear to display higher cloud computing  
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adoption (a include of private and public clouds 
developing in hybrid and communityclouds) as a 
methods for accomplishing IT effectiveness. 

 
 Pierce examined the relation among strategic 

alignment, business strategy, IT strategy, return on 
business performance, and IT investment, and 
provided empirical evidence on the impact of 
alignment among IT strategies and business by 
estimating return on business performance and IT 
investment [12].Tallon and Kraemer utilizing the 
theory of dynamic capabilities analyzed the 
relationships between strategic alignment, IT 
flexibility and IT business value to evaluate 
whether capabilities about flexibility can allow 
companies to understand better payoffs from IT 
investment [13]. 

 
 Ness analyzed the relationships among strategic 

alignment, IT flexibility and IT effectiveness to 
give empirical evidence on the power of these 
relations and confirmed through evidence that IT 
flexibility has more effect on IT effectiveness than 
does strategic alignment on large IT associations 
[14].Chebrolu analyzed the relationships between 
strategic alignment, cloud computing adoption, and 
IT effectiveness within all IT organizations 
independent of their size and type to give empirical 
evidence that adoption of cloud computing 
technology does positively influence IT 
effectiveness than does strategic alignment [15].  

 
Lawal analyzed the relationships between aspect 

of IT flexibility as cloud computing, and IT 
effectiveness to give empirical evidence that 
adoption of cloud computing does positively 
influence on  IT effectiveness inside Small and 
medium enterprises(SMEs) [16]. This study is an 
extension of Lawal. Research, In This paper has 
attempted to examine relationship between three 
dimensions of IT flexibility (compatibility 
connectivity, modularity), specific to cloud 
computing, and their measures on IT effectiveness 
within IT Companies. This study also measured the 
influence of each of the three IT flexibility aspects 
as cloud on their respective parent constructs as 
well as on IT effectiveness as a whole 
 
2. PROBLEM OF STATEMENT 
 

Expanded competitive weights upon 
organizations as a result of worldwide competition 
[17], increased economic and complexity 
uncertainty [18] and new dynamism in the 
marketplace [19] are proceeding to generating, 

escalate the essential for higher productivity and 
efficiency among IT companies. In planning for 
economic retrieval from the newest global 
recession which happening in 2007, numerous IT 
companies have been evaluating their management 
performs and improving their business models [20]. 
 

IT spending plans will be leaner, business 
models more specific and management discipline 
strict. The practice of removing additional 
expenditures from the IT portfolio and evaluating 
sectors of strategic investment is necessary in a 
limited economy [20]. Revolutions in technology-
based services and solutions are dynamic frequent, 
fast, and unexpected changes in business strategies 
besides the consequent demand upon IT for its 
support necessary to accomplish continued 
competitive advantage [21]. 

 
While implementation of cloud technology gives 

part of advantages including real-time provisioning, 
pay-as-you-go billing which could line up with 
business policy in IT companies, it has its own 
share some of the complexities and issues in terms 
of security, integration, accessibility, performance, 
and challenges [22]. It is not clear how many of 
those IT organizations which adopted cloud based 
services and solutions are more effective than what 
they were before the cloud adoption and which 
factors of IT flexibility specific to cloud computing 
really helped those IT organizations the most.  

 
 In particular, based on the literature reviewed, 

there was a lack of sufficient evidence 
demonstrating the value of cloud adoption as a 
proxy to IT flexibility and IT effectiveness. In this 
study is the need to examine the relationship 
between three factors of IT flexibility, specific to 
cloud computing, and IT effectiveness inside IT 
Companies within SMEs. 
 
3. ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
 

The assumptions of this research were that the 
members would response the survey questions in 
view of their technical specialized IT. The 
participants’ technical specialized must contain 
knowledge pertaining to their company's cloud 
computing adoption and how successful their IT 
firms are. Likewise, it was assumed that the 
participants would answer all survey questions 
sincerely. The restrictions of this research were that 
the sampling population firms in the Jordan have, at 
least one, IT employees. The outcomes from this 
research ought not to be generalized to non IT 
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associations. Also, the outcomes would represent 
participants from various business types, and hence, 
the outcomes ought not to be interpreted as 
representing any specific particular sector, size or 
type. 
 
4. LITERATURE REVIEW:  
 
4.1 Cloud Computing 
 

From a technical viewpoint, cloud computing 
technology mostly focuses on virtualization of both 
software and hardware and service oriented 
architecture (SOA) [22][23].Cloud technology 
offers enhanced flexibility, reduced information 
technology overhead for the client or customers, , 
reduced Total Cost of Ownership, enhanced 
productivity, and on-demand services [24]. 
Economic advantages, convenience and 
simplification of the way computing system 
services are delivered seem to be the key drivers to 
accelerate the adoption of cloud technology [25]. 
Cloud technology adoption quick tracks the cost 
decrease, ultimately generates a competitive, and 
improves efficiency benefit in any marketplace 
[26]. 

 
 There are lot of application types where cloud 

computing has been adopted including content 
distribution services [27]. higher education 
[28][29][30], storage capacity on demand [31], 
solutions for human resources [26], web 2.0 based 
collaborative applications [32], software testing 
[33], and data back-up or archive services [34], 
New use approaches and cases, taking benefit of 
cloud computing are as a rule effectively proposed 
in the industry, for instance, architecture and 
implementation courses at graduate level in the 
cloud [35].market oriented allocation of resources 
[36], e-government solutions[37], hard discrete 
optimization problems [38], software testing as a 
service [39], defending financial infrastructures 
against attacks and frauds using intelligence in the 
cloud [40], Various cloud agnostic middleware is 
mushrooming up to augment the functionality 
provided by cloud providers [22]. Data mining 
algorithms and predictive analytics [41] [42], 
collaborative business intelligence [43], Cloud 
brokers are expanding the adoption of cloud 
technology for different IT organizations by 
addressing reliable integration and secure 
requirements.  

 
The developing approach of utilizing 

cloudadapters which use APIs targeting various 

clouds and hide the complication could assistance 
cloud computing adoption further.  There are some 
research openings in cloud computing technology 
that are currently being pursued in the areas of 
workflow management and cloud process, various 
fee structures and classification and quantification 
of the execution costs on cloud [44]. Meta-data 
management, efficient indexing for data 
management on cloud [45], service portability, 
security [6], enterprise grade cloud computing [46],  
Cloud computing technology suggests extremely 
interesting research opportunities and questions, 
specifically in the areas of distributed systems, 
automated control in terms of 
decoupling,granularity, and feedback [22]. Power 
management, management technologies and 
service-oriented architectures [2][47], inter-cloud 
communication protocols, and virtualization 
architectures, There are several challenges of cloud 
computing technology like data ownership and 
control, privacy trust, which trade-off with the 
cloud computing advantages like, ease management 
and deployment, and scalability [48]. 
 

Numerous issue of security essential to be 
addressed by cloud computing solutions and cloud 
computing service providers to growth the cloud 
computing adoption [23][24][43][49][50][51]. On 
the other hand, there are some cloud computing 
providers contend that their security processes and 
methods are more advanced than those of an IT 
organization, regular which recommends that the 
security status of services or applications will be 
better with the adoption of cloud computing. 
Strykowski and Cellary [36] expressed that the 
expert security staff working at a cloud computing 
provider will be able to guarantee higher security of 
software and hardware than the consistent security 
personnel working in multiple smaller IT company. 
The ability to become smarter through the using 
cloud computing is the key differentiator that will 
sufficiently improve security issue to make sure 
widespread adoption [12]. 

 
As the cryptographic techniques become more 

develop, like those which enable computations to 
be executed on cipher text, they may open up new 
possibilities for cloud security. Merged identity 
management needs to become a common 
architectural model to validate and authenticate 
client or users on applications which are set up at 
several cloud computing providers. Progressively 
the dynamics and complex integration in cloud 
computing current critical challenges to timely 
analysis and resolution of incidents, for example, 
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immediate intrusion response and malware 
detection to mitigate the effect [49]. Incidence 
management should be thoroughly considered and 
coordinated into service life cycle management 
including design, deployment and maintenance of 
services on the cloud model.Because of pay-as-you-
go flexibility assurance and the cost structure, the 
adoption of cloud computing services may be more 
appropriate for small and medium(SEMs) scale 
companies and cash-strapped educational 
institutions which are frequently used to 
comparable outages caused by their own in-house 
IT systems in the past [29]. But, current research 
propose that even large companies are in fact at 
present utilizing certain varieties of cloud 
computing services as storage services and 
infrastructure and their cloud computing adoption is 
only going to growth in future [52].  

 
Enterprises will begin building private clouds to 

leverage current infrastructure, that away making 
cost effective use of earlier investment. Some 
different enterprises are adopting hybrid cloud as 
they build private clouds while as yet utilizing 
public clouds as resources to complement their in-
house capacity [53][54]. The ever increasing 
number of the applications move onto the cloud, the 
to an ever increasing extent, the requirements return 
to connect back to the systems (e.g. email servers, 
databases) that are located at other cloud providers 
or remaining on- premise [55]. Despite the fact that 
information security is a common issue for public 
cloud computing adoption, around 75 to 80 percent 
of intellectual breaches are a result of attacks 
originating in the company, which would not affect 
a choice to use clouds one approach or other [56]. 

 
4.2 IT Effectiveness  
 
IT effectiveness is regularly considered with 
regards to how the technology advantages the 
organization in an unmistakable way [57]. Review 
of current literature recommends that IT 
effectiveness is possible if businesses can align 
strategic business objectives and IT objectives [58]. 
Ness’ (2005) study advanced offering views about 
IT effectiveness by outcome a positive relationship 
between IT effectiveness and IT flexibility.  A few 
researchers explored and evaluated the result of IT 
flexibility on IT effectiveness, and struggled that IT 
flexibility has a superior outcome on expanding IT 
effectiveness [14][59]. Endeavors to assess the 
adoption of cloud technology have consistently 
established that economic issues are a critical factor 
for the expanding adoption of the technology in 

many organizations[60].A brief review of the 
literature about IT effectiveness demonstrated that 
some researchers have operationalized and 
conceptualized this idea in a wide range of ways 
[57][61] [62].  

In the framework of the association, IT 
effectiveness is regularly considered with regards to 
how the technology advantages the organization in 
an unmistakable way [57].   While this usually take 
account of the cost reduce that can be created as a 
result of applying a specific technology, IT 
effectiveness can also be estimated in terms of 
reducing team needs, enhancing employee 
productivity [57]. Research also demonstrated that 
IT effectiveness can be comprehended in terms of 
learning results for laborers [61].In the event that 
workers are adept to become more computer literate 
and implantation a precise technology in used, the 
particular part of technology can be regarded 
successful.Based on this evaluation, it becomes 
obvious that while financial and economic 
considerations are important to describing IT 
effectiveness, there are a host of other areas in 
which IT effectiveness can be measured [63]. Be 
that as it may, most of the assessments of IT 
effectiveness do seem to focus on tangible results 
that can in some way be estimated [64]. 

 
There is an fundamental assumption that 

increases made in particular unmistakable areas, for 
example, worker productivity will at last have 
suggestions for the organization’s main concern 
[65].A few researchers have talked about the 
general advantages that businesses suppose when 
allowing for cloud technology adoption[4] 
[66][67][68];Be that as it may, the lack of ability of 
organizations and researchers to comprehend cloud 
computing technology from an IT effectiveness 
point of view appears to come from the fact that 
there are a small number of investigations which 
assess the general advantages that are accomplished 
when an organization really adopts cloud 
computing. Endeavored to fill this gap in the 
literature by investigative the everyday 
contributions of organizations and individuals that 
have adopted cloud technology. While evidence in 
this area is narrow, were able to determine that the 
environment in which cloud technology is adopted 
and views of those adopting the technology will 
play an important role in determining how IT 
effectiveness of the technology is seen[69]. 
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4.3 IT Flexibility  
 

Leaders makers in SMEs endeavor to allocate 
financial resources that will enhance IT flexibility 
and technological processes, maximize IT 
effectiveness, and control financial risksinside their 
companies. exposed technical features of the IT 
flexibility infrastructure dimension constructs as 
compatibility, modularity, and connectivity as a 
measure of IT flexibility[70].  These concepts 
served as the groundwork for following studies lead 
by Byrd and Turner [71] Tallon and Kraemer 
[60]and Ness [14].In their study, Byrd and Turner 
defined IT flexibility as the ability of an 
organization to implement procedures that can 
maximize development of the organization. Tallon 
and Kraemer based upon earlier investigation by 
Byrd and Turner, and contended that IT flexibility 
reflects the ability of organizations to easily and 
quickly present new sources of IT to help business 
processes. In help of this start, Ness examined the 
relationships between IT effectiveness, and 
strategic alignment, IT flexibility.In Nessresearch, 
IT flexibility is measured as the groundwork of 
business transformation.  

 
IT flexibility is additionally defined as the quick 

utilization of technology elements as enabled 
through a company’s IT infrastructure. Chebrolu 
[15]extended Ness study by suitably using cloud 
computing adoption as a replacement for IT 
flexibility. The findings from Chebrolu’s study 
established that cloud computing adoption was an 
appropriate surrogate for IT Flexibility. Cloud 
computing represents the pinnacle of information 
technology (IT) options currently available for 
organizations [15]. In short, cloud technology may 
drive IT effectiveness rather than efforts to create 
strategic alignment in information technology 
services. As noticed by Duncan [70]. A company’s 
IT infrastructure might be viewed flexible if new 
strategic business processes are empowered. As 
indicated by Tallon and Kraemer [60]. 

 
IT flexibility included the ability of an 

organization to quickly and effectively present new 
sources of IT support for the business strategy.  
Fink and Newmann [72]proposed that an 
organization’s IT infrastructure ought to be flexible 
enough to suit an expanding changing environment. 
In anticipation of conveyance of necessary 
economic rate for business, cloud technology can 
be portrayed as another business computing model 
extending IT Flexibility and enhancing IT 

capabilities through pervasive provisioning of IT 
services [4]. 

 
5. METHODOLOGY 
 
5.1 Research Design 
 

Study was to examine the relationship between 
variable of IT flexibility, specific to cloud 
computing: and IT effectiveness which can be 
measured and published. This study contributed to 
the knowledge about the significance of IT 
flexibility and its relationship with IT effectiveness 
especially in IT organizations within SMEs. To 
achieve optimal results through adoption of cloud 
based services and solutions. 
 
5.2 The Research Questions  
 

Q1. To what extent, if any, does the 
connectivity factor of information technology 
flexibility, precise to cloud computing, predict 
information technology effectiveness inside IT 
SMEs? 

Q2. To what extent, if any, does the 
modularity factor of information technology 
flexibility, precise to cloud computing, predict 
information technology effectiveness inside IT 
SMEs? 

Q3. To what extent, if any, does the 
compatibility factor of information technology 
flexibility, precise to cloud computing, predict 
information technology effectiveness inside IT 
SMEs? 

Q4. To what extent, if any, does the 
combination of three factors of information 
technology flexibility, precise to cloud 
computing, predict information technology 
effectiveness inside IT SMEs? 

The study design was non-experimental and the 
investigation approach was quantitative 
correlational, which takes into account some 
flexibility in evaluating the relationships between 
the variables. With an end goal to keep the 
reliability and identical validity from previous 
study instrumentation and methods by Chebrolu 
[15], Ness [14], and Tallon and Kraemer [13], 7-
point Likert type scale was used.  Earlier research 
was utilized as the basis for certain methods 
elements, construct, as a means for evaluating and 
verifying construct’s correlation, validity, and 
reliability. The investigations from Tallon and 
Kraemer [13], Ness [14], and Pierce [12], along 
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with their survey formats, were utilized as a means 
to accomplish construct instrumentation and 
measurement. 
 

Three variables of information technology 
flexibility (connectivity, modularity, and 
compatibility) are the independent (predictor) 
variables, and information technology effectiveness 
is the dependent (outcome) variable. Existing 
instrument developed by Chebrolu [15], which was 
reputed to be valid and reliable, is administrated to 
gather and measure the independent and dependent 
variables for the purpose of constructing the model 
for this study. In this investigation to accomplish 
generally construct correlation, validity, and 
reliability between dimensions IT flexibility and IT 
effectiveness. Pearson’s correlation was executed to 
determine the correlations between three 
information technology flexibility factors and 
information technology effectiveness. A multiple 
regression analysis was performed to determine the 
indicator power of the three indicator factors 
against the criterion variable.    

 

5.3 Conceptual Model 
 

This study’s conceptual model is shown in 
Figure 1. It is expansions of Chebrolu’s [11] study, 
drilling down to study the impact of factors IT 
flexibility, specific to cloud computing on IT 
effectiveness. 
 
5.4 Operational Definition Of Variables 
 

The factors from previous research by Tallon and 
Kraemer [13], Ness [14] and Chebrolu [15] were 
used to measure the construct of IT effectiveness, 
while the factors used to measure the construct of 
IT flexibility were used to measure the construct of 
cloud computing adoption. This way of 
measurement assisted to make sure reliability and 
validity among this study and prior research. Cloud 
computing adoption had various survey questions 
that were used to assess each factor to IT 
effectiveness built on a 7-point Likert-type scale. 
The primary factors belonging to each of the three 
concepts on this research were as follows: 
 

IT Flexibility, the three elements are 
connectivity, modularity, and compatibility, 
specific to cloud computing. The research 
instrument questions to measure IT flexibility used 
by Tallon and Kraemer [13], Ness [14] and 
Chebrolu [15]. Were all built on a 7-point Likert-

type scale, representing ordinal data. 
 

IT Effectiveness,The main elements and the 
specific research instrument questions to measure 
the IT effectiveness construct was obtained from 
previous research by Chebrolu [15]. Were all built 
on a 7-point Likert-type scale, representing ordinal 
data. 

 
This study was reliable with the earlier 

researchers in expressions of methodology and thus 
a 7-point Likert-type scale was utilized as the base 
for data gathered and analysis. A 7-point Likert-
type scale ordinal data represents data components 
in an ordered scale proportional to quality or size 
[73]. In regression-analysis, it is verified that 
independent variables in the gathered data have a 
typicaldistribution before testing. 

 

Sample 

The sampling methods utilized by earlier 
researchers were followed as possible to repeat 
reliability and validity. The target population for 
this study should be the individuals who had wide 
experience of IT and its association to the business. 
An online based survey was utilized for this study. 
The Survey with Google Forms was used to draw a 
random sample of 1200 email addresses of IT staff 
in various departments inside IT SMEs from the 
sampling. A whole of 55 answers were received 
after a four week period has finished. At the 
starting of the five week, a reminder e-mail was 
conveyed to the participants who had not replied, 
and encouraging them to finish the survey. 
Resulting responses after the five week were 
heartening. A total of 149 replies were received, in 
which 149 respondents successfully complete the 
questionnaire. 17 respondents were excluded for 
not achieving the set conditions. On the 42 day, the 
questionnaire was closed because a proper number 
has been accomplished. 
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5.5 Instrumentation / Measures 
 

The survey instrument contained of questions 
that were intended to gather data from the members 
on cloud computing adoption and information 
technology effectiveness. The major method for 
collecting the quantitative data for this research was 
a validated survey instrument that was utilized by 
Chebrolu [15] togather data about cloud computing 
adoption, strategic alignment, and IT effectiveness. 
The survey questions for information technology 
flexibility were adjusted insignificantly to apply for 
cloud computing adoption (which is a factor of IT 
flexibility as mentioned previous). This instrument 
was selected because it was utilized to measure a 
number of constructs related with cloud computing 
adoption that are applicable to this study. 
Compatibility, modularity, and Connectivity were 
each factor has five questions assessed on an 
ordinal 7- point Likert-type scale.  The layout and 
format of the instrument was retained to archive its 
reliability and validity.  In Chebrolu’sstudy [15], an 
overall value of Cronbach’s alpha score of 0.805 
was intended from research [78] [78].Moreover, 
Chebrolu used statistical approaches such as 
regression analysis, and chi-squared that confirmed 
previous research [12][13][14], Thus increasing 
reliability and validity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.6 Data Collection and Analysis 
 

Data was gathered through an online survey 
instrument. Online survey link was spread to the 
possible participants sending by e-mail, which 
pointed participants to the survey questionnaire 
hosted at the services of Google Forms. The 
targeted participants in this survey were IT staff in 
various departments inside IT SMEs.  A total of 
142 participants had responded to the survey 
questionnaire within the timeframe allotted for 
statistical analysis from among 1200 eligible 
participants, but only 142 participants provided 
answers to at least one question.  
 

The survey results in the form of a zip file 
containing Microsoft Excel spreadsheet was 
downloaded from services of Google Forms. The 
gathered data was moved to an SPSS document to 
analyze.  In order to examination the four 
hypotheses and answer the four research questions, 
(multiple regression analysis) & (Pearson’s 
correlation) were utilized to explore the relationship 
between information technology flexibility factors, 
precise to cloud computing technology 

Figure 1: Conceptual Model. 

 

Cloud 
adoption 
Surrogate 

Component 
Of ITF 

 

IT 
Effectiveness 

Compatibility 

Connectivity 

Modularity 
 

Aspectes of  
 IT Flexibility 

Independent 
Variable 

Dependent Variable 
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(compatibility, modularity, and connectivity), and 
information technology effectiveness inside IT 
SMEs. Pearson’s correlation was executed to 
determine the correlations between three 
information technology flexibility factors and 
information technology effectiveness. A multiple 
regression analysis was performed to determine the 
indicator power of the three indicator factors 
against the criterion variable. 
 
5.7 Validity and Reliability 
 

According to Holton and Swanson [74], there are 
three basic kinds of validity: construct validity, 
criterion validity and content validity. A construct 
is something that can't be directly observed or 
measured like IT effectiveness. A construct can be 
analyzed and measured quantitatively statistically, 
which is what this study incorporated. Indicating to 
Cooper and Schindler [75], a measure is reliable to 
the extent that it supplies reliable outcomes. 
Reliability is an essential contributor to validity but 
is not an enough condition for validity. The 
reliability of a study implies that the processes of 
the study can be repeated with similar outcomes. 

 

6. FINDINGS 
 

According to the G*Power 3 post hoc power 
analyses, a sample size of 119 was suggested to 
achieve the statistical power needed to prove 
thevalidity of this research. The survey sample 
gathered by docs.google.com/forms totaled 149 and 
also a total Cronbach’s Alpha score of 0.805 was 
calculated from standardized factor that 
substantiated the internal constancy for this 
research. Norusis [76] suggested a Cronbach’s 
Alpha score of at least 0.5 to achieve the reliability 
of a study’s instruments. These statistical tests have 
exposed that the data operated in this research are 
both reliable and valid. Only 132 participants 
answered all 18 questions, the power of F test of 
(Multiple Regression Analysis) with three factors is 
.98. This aggregates of 132 usable respondents 
adequate the original least sample size of 119.  
 

In terms of company size (number of 
employees), and as shown in Table 1, data 
containing frequencies of company size showed 
that companies with 100 or more employees 
encompassed 38.6% of the sample. Companies with 
employees between 50 and 99 consisted of 25%. 
Companies with employees between 20 and 49 
consisted of 18.9%, and companies with less than 
19 comprised 17.4% of the sample. 

 
Normality Test of Dependent Variable, before 
performing parametric tests, normality check of the 
dependent variable was conducted. Both statistical 
and graphical tests were used. First, the mean and 
the 5% trimmed mean of the IT effectiveness were 
compared. The descriptive statistics of the 
dependent variable as shown in Table 2 suggested 
that the mean and the 5% trimmed mean of the IT 
effectiveness variable was slightly different 
(5.01and 5.08), indicating that there were no 
extreme scores. The skewness and kurtosis values 
of the IT effectiveness variable were also within 
range from-1.96 to + 1.96, and therefore, the 
assumption of normality of the variable was not 
violated. 
 

Table 3 displays the descriptive statistics of the 
variables.  The descriptive statistics showed that the 
mean of IT effectiveness was 5.01. It means that the 
quality of service, user’s satisfaction with IT, and 
helpfulness of IT staff to users is above average. 
The mean of connectivity was 4.92, the mean of 
modularity was 4.78, and the mean of compatibility 
was 4.69. This means that the adequacy of their 
systems to connect to each other inside or outside 
the traditional confines of the companies, together 
with the ability to use technical components such as 
data, applications, and infrastructure to improve 
efficiency, as well as the ability to share, use, or 
connect to a variety of platforms to 
improveefficiency of the system in the IT SMEs is 
above average. 

 
Q1. To what extent, if any, does the connectivity 

factor of IT flexibility, precise to cloud computing, 
predict IT effectiveness inside IT SMEs? 

H10. The connectivity factor of IT flexibility, 
precise to cloud computing, does not significantly 
correlate to IT effectiveness inside IT SMEs 

H1a. The connectivity factor of IT flexibility, 
precise to cloud computing, significantly correlate 
to IT effectiveness inside IT SMEs 

A linear regression was conducted to test the 
null hypothesis 1 and answer research question 1. 
Table 4 displays the Pearson correlation of 
connectivity and IT effectiveness. Results of the 
correlation coefficient showed that the correlation 
between the connectivity factor of IT flexibility, 
precise to cloud computing, and IT effectiveness 
was significant (r =.75, p < .001). 

The null hypothesis 1 was also tested using the 
model summary and the ANOVA model of the 
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linear regression analysis. The connectivity factor 
of IT flexibility, precise to cloud computing, 
explained 57% of the variance of IT effectiveness, 
R2 = .57, F= 175.85, p < .001 (see Table 5 and 
Table 6). This suggested that the connectivity 
factor of IT flexibility, precise to cloud computing, 
significantly predicted IT effectiveness (B =.77, 
beta = .75, t = 13.26, p < .001) (see Table 7). The 
regression model of connectivity and IT 
effectiveness is: IT effectiveness = 
1.22+.77*connectivity. The null hypothesis that 
the connectivity dimension of IT flexibility, 
specific to cloud computing, does not significantly 
correlate to IT effectiveness inside IT SMEs was 
rejected. The alternative hypothesis that the 
connectivity dimension of IT flexibility, precise to 
cloud computing, significantly correlated to IT 
effectiveness inside IT SMEs, was supported. The 
connectivity factor of IT flexibility, precise to 
cloud computing, significantly predicted IT 
effectiveness inside IT SMEs. 

Q2. To what extent, if any, does the modularity 
factor of IT flexibility, precise to cloud computing, 
predict IT effectiveness inside IT SMEs? 

H20. The modularity factor of IT flexibility, 
precise to cloud computing, does not significantly 
correlate to IT effectiveness inside IT SMEs. 

H2a. The modularity factor of IT flexibility, precise 
to cloud computing, significantly correlate to IT 
effectiveness inside IT SMEs 

A linear regression was conducted to test the null 
hypothesis 2 and answer research question 2. Table 
8 displays the Pearson correlation of modularity 
and IT effectiveness.  Results of the correlation 
coefficient showed that the correlation between the 
modularity factor of IT flexibility, precise to cloud 
computing, and IT effectiveness was significant (r 
= .77, p < .001).The null hypothesis 2 was also 
tested using the model summary and the ANOVA 
model of the linear regression analysis. The 
modularity factor of IT flexibility, precise to cloud 
computing, explained 59% of the variance of IT 
effectiveness, R2 = .59, F(1, 130) = 192.27, p <.001 
(see Table 9 and Table 10). This suggested that the 
modularity factor of IT flexibility, precise to cloud 
computing, significantly predicted IT effectiveness 
(B = .86, beta = .77, t = 13.86, p < .001) (see Table 
11). The regression model of modularity and IT 
effectiveness is: IT effectiveness = 
.87+.86*modularity. The null hypothesis that the 
modularity factor of IT flexibility, precise to cloud 
computing, does not significantly correlated to IT 
effectiveness inside IT SMEs was rejected. The 

alternative hypothesis that the modularity factor of 
IT flexibility, precise to cloud computing, 
significantly correlate to IT effectiveness inside IT 
SMEs was supported, The modularity factor of IT 
flexibility, precise to cloud computing, significantly 
predicted IT effectiveness inside IT SMEs. 

 
Q3. To what extent, if any, does the 

compatibility factor of IT flexibility, precise to 
cloud computing, predict IT effectiveness inside IT 
SMEs? 

H30. The compatibility factor of IT flexibility, 
precise to cloud computing, does not significantly 
correlate to IT effectiveness inside IT SMEs. 

H3a. The compatibility factor of IT flexibility, 
precise to cloud computing significantly correlate to 
IT effectiveness inside IT SMEs 

A linear regression was conducted to test the null 
hypothesis 3 and answer research question 3. Table 
12 displays the Pearson correlation of modularity 
and IT Effectiveness.  Results of the correlation 
coefficient showed that the correlation between the 
compatibility factor of IT flexibility, precise to 
cloud computing, and IT effectiveness was 
significant (r = .74, p < .001). 

The null hypothesis 3 was also tested using the 
model summary and the ANOVA model of the 
linear regression analysis. The compatibility factor 
of IT flexibility, precise to cloud computing, 
explained 55% of the variance of IT effectiveness, 
R2 = .55, F(1, 130) = 158.73, p = .001 (see Table 
13 and Table 14). This suggested that the 
compatibility factor of IT flexibility, precise to 
cloud computing, significantly predicted IT 
effectiveness (B = .80, beta = .74, t = 12.59, p = 
.001) (see Table 15). The regression model of 
compatibility and IT effectiveness is: IT 
effectiveness = 1.21+.80*compatibility. The null 
hypothesis that the compatibility factor of IT 
flexibility, precise to cloud computing, does not 
significantly correlate to IT effectiveness inside IT 
SMEs was rejected. The alternative hypothesis that 
the compatibility factor of IT flexibility precise to 
cloud computing, significantly correlated to IT 
effectiveness inside IT SMEs was supported. The 
compatibility factor of IT flexibility, precise to 
cloud computing, significantly predicted 
ITeffectiveness inside IT SMEs. 

Q4. To what extent, if any, does the combination 
of three factors of IT flexibility, precise to cloud 
computing, predict IT effectiveness inside IT 
SMEs? 
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H40. The combination of three factors of IT 
flexibility, precise to cloud computing, does not 
significantly correlate to IT effectiveness inside IT 
SMEs. 

H4a. The combination of three factors of IT 
flexibility, precise to cloud computing, 
significantly correlates to IT effectiveness inside 
IT SMEs. 

A multiple regression analysis was performed to 
test the null hypothesis 4 and answer research 
question 4. The assumptions of outliers, normality, 
linearity, homoscedasticity, and independence of 
the residuals were checked by testing the normal 
probability plot (P-P) of the regression standardized 
residuals and the scatterplot. The normal P-P plot 
showed that the points were in a reasonably straight 
diagonal line, suggesting that there were no major 
deviations from normality. In the scatter plot of the 
standardized residuals presented the residuals were 
roughly rectangularly distributed, with most of the 
scores concentrated in the center, which also 
supported the normality of residuals. The presence 
of outliers was checked from the scatter plot with 
standardized residual values of more than 2.2 or 
less than –4.4. The residual statistics for IT 
effectiveness was also tested with two values, 
Mahalanobis distance and Cook’s distance to assess 
for outliers. The critical value of Mahalanobis 
distance for three predictor variables is 16.27 [77]. 

The maximum value of Mahalanobis distance for 
IT effectiveness was 12.00 that is less than the 
critical value of 16.27, suggesting there was no 
outlier. Further, the maximum Cook’s distance was 
.11 that is less than 1, suggesting that there was no 
problem with outlier.Collinearity diagnostics was 
also conducted to test the assumption of 
multicollinearity of the independent variables with 
two values, tolerance and VIF. If tolerance value is 
less than .10 and VIF value is greater than 10, there 
is a possibility of multicollinearity[77].Table 17 
displays the Collinearity statistics of the 
independent variables. The tolerance values are 
greater than .10 and the VIF values were less than 
10.  Therefore, the multicollinearity assumption 
was not violated. 

Next, a multiple regression analysis was 
performed to determine whether the combination of 
three factors of IT flexibility, precise to cloud 
computing, predict IT effectiveness inside IT 
SMEs. The model summary and the ANOVA 
model of the multiple regression analysis were used 
to test the null hypothesis 4. The combination of 
three factors of IT flexibility, precise to cloud 

computing, explained 67% of the variance of IT 
effectiveness, R2 = .67, F= 89.24, p <.001. This 
suggested that the combination of three factors of 
IT flexibility, precise to cloud computing, 
significantly predicted IT effectiveness inside IT 
SMEs. The Connectivity factor predicted IT 
effectiveness the most (B = .33, beta = .33, t = 3.87, 
p < .001) while the compatibility the less contribute 
to the prediction of IT effectiveness (B =.30, beta 
=.27, t = 3.22, p < .005). The regression model is: 
IT effectiveness = .41+ .33*connectivity+ 
31*modularity+.30*compatibility. The results of 
multiple regression analysis suggested that the null 
hypothesis that the combination of three factors of 
IT flexibility, precise to cloud computing, does not 
significantly correlate to IT effectiveness inside IT 
SMEs was rejected. The alternative hypothesis that 
the combination of three factors of IT flexibility, 
precise to cloud computing, significantly correlated 
to IT effectiveness inside IT SMEs was supported, 
The combination of three factors of IT flexibility, 
precise to cloud computing, significantly predicted 
IT effectiveness inside IT SMEs. 

 
Research Q1 findings: To what extent, if any, 

does the connectivity factor of IT flexibility, 
precise to cloud computing, predict information 
technology effectiveness inside IT SMEs? The 
variable construct connectivity contains how 
technological elements link individuals, 
applications in enterprises to improve resource 
sharing and communication throughout a company 
and functional areas internal or external of the 
customary confines of the organization. The results 
showed high rates for electronic links to outside 
parties, and the ease in which users can access 
enterprise resources. High rates were for the 
connection to remote offices and interconnectivity. 

The results implied that users inside IT SMEs 
trust that cloud deployed systems are flexible 
sufficient to use by outside users, and that open 
systems are not obligatory to enhance the 
connectivity conveyed by cloud computing 
systems. This in turn, appears that clients are 
connected to and share information seamlessly 
throughout the enterpriseFunctional areas and can 
work.  

The findings of this research recommended that 
the connectivity factor of information technology 
flexibility played a key role regarding cloud based 
applications implementation by IT SMEs. This 
research results were reliable with previous studies 
which determined that a positive correlation exists 
between IT flexibility and IT effectiveness Tallon 
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and Kraemer [13], Ness [14], Chebrolu [15], Lawal 
[16] and Byrd and Turner[71]. 

Research Q2 findings:  To what extent, if any, 
does the modularity factor of IT flexibility, precise 
to cloud computing, predict IT effectiveness inside 
IT SMEs?  The variable construct modularity 
contains how quickly technological elements can be 
removed, modified or added to meet new 
organizational situations [70]. 

 Results showed closely related significant rates 
for reusable software modules deployed in the 
cloud system, regardless of whether legacy systems 
inside clouds hampers the improvement of new IT 
applications, and the ease in which functionality 
can be added based on user demands. The similarity 
also displays that solutions deployed in the cloud 
enable wide measure of flexibility to users or client, 
and are adequately easy to deploy as users needed 
resources. This research results were reliable with 
previous studies which determined that a positive 
correlation exists between IT flexibility and IT 
effectiveness Tallon and Kraemer [13], Ness [14], 
Chebrolu [15], Lawal [16] and Byrd and 
Turner[71]. 

 
Research Q3 findings: To what extent, if any, 

does the compatibility factor of IT flexibility, 
precise to cloud computing, predict IT effectiveness 
inside IT SMEs?  The factor construct compatibility 
contains the ability to use, share, or connect to any 
kind of data across any technological element [70]. 
And also the new technology willbe integrated with 
current work. 

The values got for the compatibility factor of IT 
flexibility, showed that compatibility significant in 
cloud deployed systems. The lowest average values 
were gotten with respect to cloud based systems 
deployed enterprise to accomplish integration, 
regardless of whether companies are limited by 
their decision of operating systems (OS), and 
whether software applications can be effortlessly 
transported and utilized platforms or across several 
cloud providers. The findings showed that cloud 
based systems avoid users from choosing their 
favored operating system, or transferring their 
software application among cloud based systems, 
and that cloud based systems delay access to 
outside users, which in thusly make cloud 
implementation more compatible. This research 
results were reliable with previous studies which 
determined that a positive correlation exists 
between IT flexibility and IT effectiveness Tallon 

and Kraemer [13], Ness [14], Chebrolu [15], Lawal 
[16] and Byrd and Turner[71]. 

Research Q4 findings: To what extent, if any, 
does the combination of three factors of IT 
flexibility, precise to cloud computing, predict IT 
effectiveness inside IT SMEs? Leaders in IT SMEs 
endeavor to allot financial resources that will 
enhance technological procedures and IT 
flexibility, control financial risks, and maximize IT 
effectiveness within their enterprises. As appeared 
in this research, IT SMEs that have implemented 
cloud computing based new solutions believe that 
their organizations were able to rapidly present new 
sources (cloud based solutions) to help enterprise 
procedures. As exposed by Duncan [70].The three 
factors of IT flexibility (compatibility, modularity, 
and connectivity) are the main factors used to 
describe IT flexibility incomplex systems. These 
builds served as the groundwork for following 
studies conducted byTallon and Kraemer [13], Ness 
[14], Chebrolu [15], Lawal [16] and Byrd and 
Turner[71]. 

Results got displayed high rates for helpfulness 
of IT personnel, users’ satisfaction, and overall 
quality of service. The outcomes are similar with 
previous research lead by numerous researchers 
who explained and measured IT flexibility by using 
the factors of compatibility, modularity, and 
connectivity, and confirmed that there is a positive 
correlation between IT flexibility and IT 
effectiveness Tallon and Kraemer [13], Ness [14], 
Chebrolu [15], Lawal [16] and Byrd and 
Turner[71]. 

 

7. SUMMARY 
 

This research providing new empirical indication 
that cloud modularity has higher correlation (r= .77, 
r2 = .59, p < .005) followed by cloud connectivity 
(r = .75, r2 = .57, p < .001), cloud Compatibility (r 
=.74, r2 = .55, p < .001) and Combination of 
Modularity, Connectivity, and Compatibility (r 
=.82, r2 = .67, p < .001), (hypotheses one, two, 
three and four). These findings are consistent with 
Lawal [16] and Chebrolu’s [15] research which 
established that factors of IT flexibility 
(Modularity, Connectivity, and Compatibility), 
specific to cloud computing as a whole is positively 
correlated to IT effectiveness. In addition, this 
study providing new evidence that one of the three 
factors of IT flexibility constructs specific to cloud 
computing used in this study has much higher 
influence on IT effectiveness than others have, this 
finding is not consistent with Lawal [16]. However, 
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this study filled in information gap in the literature 
because it focused on the impact of three various 
factors of IT flexibility specific to cloud and 
included IT company within small and medium 
business. 
 
8. IMPLICATIONS  
 

By deciding the predominance and prioritization 
of three factors of IT flexibility (connectivity, 
modularity, and compatibility) precise to cloud 
computing for IT effectiveness, IT managers and IT 
executives could more efficiently decide which, 
how and where factors of IT flexibility precise to 
cloud technologies to allocate financial resources 
for the implementation, deployment and 
maintenance of their complex IT systems in their 
organizations. 

 
The regression testing in this research presented 

that modularity of IT flexibility specific cloud 
computing is more dominant than connectivity of 
IT flexibility specific cloud computing which in 
turn is more dominant than compatibility of IT 
flexibility specific cloud computing for IT 
effectiveness.   

 
The implication of this study finding is that IT 

managers and IT executives ought to assign more 
financial resources towards application and 
software modularity within cloud technology than 
resources to cloud connectivity or software and 
systems compatibility within cloud technology in 
order to enhance their IT effectiveness.  The 
findings from this study represented only firms in 
the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. 

 
Finally, the findings did reflect information that 

could have been got from end-users or lower 
managers. The research findings in this research 
have advanced the existing knowledge of the 
relationships between factors of IT flexibility 
(connectivity, modularity, and compatibility) 
specific cloud computing and IT effectiveness for 
IT SEMs.  

 
The findings addressed the advantages of 

adoption of cloud technology and the impact of 
factors of IT flexibility specific cloud on IT 
effectiveness and would improve the decision 
making process for IT managers when considering 
the adoption of cloud computing and its business 
paradigm. 

 
 

9. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

The research’s recommendations are that IT 
managers and IT executives ought to assign more 
financial resources towards application and 
software modularity within cloud technology than 
resources to cloud connectivity or software and 
systems compatibility within cloud technology in 
order to enhance their IT effectiveness. 
Recommendations for Further Research: that this 
study be repeated using qualitative approach on 
popular cloud providers (CSP)  and platforms such 
as Salesforce.com, Amazon’s EC2, Cisco’s WebEx, 
Google’s App Engine and Microsoft’s Azure, etc 
about how their cloud computing based solutions 
influence IT effectiveness. And suggest that this 
study be repeated with an alike quantitative 
correlative research to analyze the same variables to 
other sector or type business like government 
organizations or educational, etc. In addition, the 
authors recommend that this research be repeated 
with a quantitative approach with the same 
variables by more specific on how a specific 
Type of deployment model 
community/private/public/hybrid or how type of 
cloud service model (SaaS /PaaS/IaaS) would 
impact IT effectiveness. Authors hope that IT 
managers and IT executives usage this new 
knowledge when assigning their human 
andfinancial resources to enhancing their IT 
effectiveness and bring solutions to the business in 
a dynamic marketplace. 
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SPSS TABLS 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Company Size (N = 132) 
 

 Frequency Percent 
Valid 19 or less 23 17.4 

20-49 25 18.9 
50-99 33 25.0 
Over 100 51 38.6 
Total 132 100.0 

 
Table 2: Descriptive Statistics for IT Effectiveness 

 Statistic Std. Error 

IT Effectiveness Mean 5.01 .11 

95% Confidence Interval for Mean Lower Bound 4.79  
Upper Bound 5.23  

5% Trimmed Mean 5.08  
Std. Deviation 1.28  
Skewness -.83- .21 
Kurtosis .58 .41 

 
Table 3:  Descriptive Statistics of IT Effectiveness, Connectivity, Modularity, and compatibility (N=132) 

Construct Mean Std. Deviation 
IT Effectiveness 5.01 1.28 
Connectivity 4.92 1.26 
Modularity 4.78 1.14 
Compatibility 4.69 1.17 

 
Table 4: Pearson Correlation of Connectivity and IT Effectiveness (N = 132) 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Table 5: Model Summary of the Linear Regression for Connectivity and IT Effectiveness  (N = 132) 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 .75 .57 .57 .83 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Connectivity 

 
Table 6: ANOVA Model for Connectivity and IT Effectiveness (N = 132) 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p= (Sig) 
1 Regression 123.79 1 123.79 175.85 .000b 

Residual 91.51 130 .70   
Total 215.30 131    

 
Table 7: Coefficient Table for Connectivity and IT Effectiveness   (N = 132) 

Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized Coefficients t p= (Sig) 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 1.22 .29  4.15 .000 

Connectivity .77 .05 .75 13.26 .000 
 

 
Pearson correlation 

R p= (Sig) 

.75 000 
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Table 8: Pearson Correlation of Modularity and IT Effectiveness (N = 132) 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 9: Model Summary of the Linear Regression for Modularity and IT Effectiveness (N = 132) 
 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 .77 .59 .59 .81 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Modularity 
 
Table 10: ANOVA Model for Modularity and IT Effectiveness (N = 132) 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 128.45 1 128.45 192.27 .000b 

Residual 86.85 130 .66   
Total 215.30 131    

 
a. Dependent Variable: IT Effectiveness 

b. Predictors: (Constant), Modularity 

Table 11: Coefficient Table for Modularity and IT Effectiveness (N = 132) 
Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) .87 .30  2.83 .005 

Modularity .86 .06 .77 13.86 .000 
 

Table 12: Pearson correlation of Compatibility and IT Effectiveness (N = 132) 
 

 

 

 

Table 13: Model Summary of the Linear Regression for Compatibility and IT Effectiveness (N = 132) 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 .74 .55 .54 .86 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Compatibility 
 
 
 

 

Table 14: ANOVA Model for Compatibility and IT Effectiveness (N = 132) 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 118.36 1 118.36 158.73 .000b 

Residual 96.93 130 .74   
Total 215.30 131    

a. Dependent Variable: IT Effectiveness 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Compatibility 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Pearson correlation 

R p= (Sig) 

.77 000 

 
Pearson correlation 

R p= (Sig) 

.74 000 
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Table 15: Coefficient Table for Compatibility and IT Effectiveness (N = 132) 
Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 1.21 .31  3.90 .000 

Compatibility .80 .06 .74 12.59 .000 
a. Dependent Variable: IT Effectiveness 
 

Table 17: Collinearity Statistics of Independent Variables 

.Model Collinearity Statistics 
Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant)   
Connectivity .34 2.93 
Modularity .25 4.00 
Compatibility .34 2.90 

a. Dependent Variable: IT Effectiveness 
 
Table 18: Model Summary of the Multiple Regression for Combination of Connectivity, Modularity, and 
Compatibility and IT Effectiveness (N = 132) 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 .82 .67 .66 .73 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Compatibility, Connectivity, Modularity 
b. Dependent Variable: IT Effectiveness 

 

Table 19: ANOVA Model for Combination of Connectivity, Modularity, and Compatibility (N=132) 

 
Model 

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 145.66 3 48.55 89.24 .000b 
Residual 69.63 128 .54   
Total 215.30 131    

a. Dependent Variable: IT Effectiveness 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Compatibility, Connectivity, Modularity 

Table 20: Coefficient Table for combination of Connectivity, Modularity, and Compatibility and IT Effectiveness (N 
= 132) 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 
B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) .41 .28  1.42 .157 
Connectivity .33 .08 .33 3.87 .000 
Modularity .31 .11 .28 2.81 .006 
Compatibility .30 .09 .27 3.22 .002 

 


